TUNEBRIDGE OFFERS iOS AND ANDROID-CONTROLLED “GOOGLE OF
MUSIC” FUNCTIONALITY
Award-Winning Mirage Audio System Already Provides Functionality Competitors Are Only Exploring
Armonk, NY. April 17, 2014 – Autonomic, a pioneer in high-definition audio media solutions makes it easier than
ever to listen, discover and explore one’s favorite music with TuneBridge™, an exclusive feature available on the
Mirage Media Controller app for the award-winning, whole-home Mirage Audio System.
TuneBridge gives audiophiles the ability to enjoy their personal music collection, combined with content from all major
online music streaming services. Using TuneBridge on an iOS or Android device with a custom installed Mirage
Audio System, listeners can quickly and easily search for any song, artist or album, create custom playlists with
content from their personal music collection and queue-based streaming services (such as Rhapsody and Spotify),
or create PANDORA stations on the fly based on similar artists or music styles – all without disrupting the current
listening enjoyment.
“You know you’ve created something very special when others in your industry begin to mimic your features,” said
Autonomic President, Michael de Nigris. “Originally launched in March 2013, our TuneBridge seamlessly combines
personally owned music playback with nearly endless online streamed content, all without sacrificing audio quality.
Our Mirage Audio System customers have enjoyed this functionality for over a year, while mass-market audio
solutions are just now rolling out similar initial beta versions.”
“The Mirage Audio System was created because audio servers should be heard and not necessarily seen,
highlighting the listening experience and not the device that plays it,” added de Nigris. “When compared with off-theshelf audio solutions, housed in cheap plastic boxes and capable of only 16-bit/44.1kHz output quality, the Mirage
Audio System provides a durable, high quality metal-based stereo component that delivers a truly audiogasmic 24bit/192kHz fidelity. What the competition offers is a bit like a window AC unit when what you really want is central
AC, optimized for your home and lifestyle.”
For those seeking to integrate with or upgrade from existing, lesser quality audio installations, the Mirage Audio
System readily works with all major home automation control systems, existing speakers and even incorporates and
unifies Apple’s AirPlay functionality. Since the Mirage Audio System is a custom-installed product, music lovers will
enjoy the ultimate freedom of listening to what they want, where and how they want. The Mirage Audio System offers
audiophiles a truly individualized music experience in every room of their home and/or business (up to 96 zones) and
even across multiple locations, providing individualized or grouped (“party mode”) volume and content selection, all
without the clutter of plastic boxes or having to settle for inferior audio quality.
View TuneBridge key features VIDEO HERE
ARTWORK HERE
Learn more about the Mirage Audio system HERE
Autonomic Controls, Inc. (www.autonomic-controls.com) introduced the world's first cloud-based media server, making audio and
video consumption more reliable, easy and fulfilling. Exclusively engineered for control system integration, Autonomic products
have become the standard for converging content for multi-room distribution from the most popular sources, such as iTunes,
Windows Media, Last.fm, PANDORA® internet radio, Rhapsody®, TuneIn Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio, Slacker, Napster and
Spotify.

